When a project calls for strength, style, and efficiency, you can rely on GE Silicones SilShield 3100 coating. With a durable silicone formula, this architectural coating offers reliable weatherproofing power to exteriors. Its high color retention and extreme resistance to degradation can help keep buildings looking beautiful for decades. Plus, SilShield 3100 coating can simplify application with primerless adhesion, minimal prep, fast cure, and low-temperature storage.

Choose SilShield 3100 coating to achieve a desired aesthetic vision with virtually countless available color options; or address sustainability requirements with the low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) SilShield formula. Whether your project is new or remedial, SilShield 3100 coating is an excellent, enduring solution.

Versatility and power are in your hands with SilShield* 3100 coating. Maximize cost effectiveness and simplicity of installation with an easy, primerless application. Defend your building against the elements for the long haul, and help preserve air quality with a low VOC formula. Enhance and maintain a structure’s appearance for long-lasting beauty with nearly endless colors that resist fading. It’s all possible with GE Silicones technology.

Keep projects moving
- Adheres without a primer to most substrates
- Applies easily with a brush, roller, or airless spray
- Stores in cold temperatures without risk of freezing
- Typically skins over in under 30 minutes and becomes tack free in less than two hours
- Integrates with all GE Silicones neutral-cure sealants and pre-cured silicone weatherstrip

Upgrade performance
- Forms a seamless yet breathable membrane when cured
- Low VOC formulation meets stringent air quality requirements
- Defends against ultraviolet radiation, natural weathering, humidity, and extreme temperatures
- Qualifies for a combined product warranty when used with GE UltraSpan* pre-cured weatherstrip and GE SilPruf* sealants

Maintain Color and Appearance
- Cleans easily with simple methods
- Resistant to chalking and fading due to exposure
- Available in nearly unlimited custom colors and 70+ pre-matched colors

Contact us at 866.275.4372 to learn more.